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CORRESPONDENCE – INFORMATION REPORT 
 
 
 
Background 

1. Following Committee meetings, the Chair writes a letter to the relevant Cabinet 

Member or senior officer, summing up the Committee’s comments, concerns and 

recommendations regarding the issues considered during that meeting. The letter 

usually asks for a response from the Cabinet Member to any recommendations 

made and sometimes requests further information.   

 

Issues 

2. A copy of the Correspondence Monitoring sheet detailing the Committee’s 

correspondence and those responses received is attached at Appendix A . For 

ease of reference, the lines of those letters to which the Committee has received a 

full response, with no actions left outstanding, are coloured grey. Where new 

information has been added since the Committee last considered a 

correspondence report, this information is highlighted in bold . Attached to this 

report are copies of recent correspondence, as follows: 

 

15 May 2013 meeting – Commissioning and Procurement  

3. At the Committee’s meeting on 15 May 2013, Members considered the Council’s 

approach to Commissioning and Procurement. A copy of the Chair’s letter to 

Councillor Russell Goodway, Cabinet Member for Finance, Business and the Local 

Economy following the meeting is attached at Appendix B.  A copy of the Cabinet 

response has previously been presented to Committee, but information regarding 

expenditure on the People and Professional category was outstanding. This has 

now been received and is at Appendix C.  



5 June 2013 meeting  

4. On 5 June 2013, the Committee considered: 

• Arrangements for the Wales Audit Office’s Corporate Assessment and the 

Independent Peer Review. The Chair’s letter is attached at Appendix D . The 

response from the Leader is attached at Appendix E.   

• Customer Management programme – Cardiff Council website. The Chair’s 

letter is attached at Appendix F . A copy of the Cabinet Member’s response is 

attached at Appendix G.  

 

18 June 2013 meeting – Review of the Post of Chief Executive  

5. Later in June the Committee held a special meeting to consider a Review of the 

Post of Chief Executive prior to a Cabinet decision on 19 June. A copy of the 

Chair’s letter is attached at Appendix H and a copy of the Leader’s response is 

attached at Appendix I. Given the proposal to create a ‘City Manager’ post which 

would be internally-focused, the former Chief Executive offered to provide a list of 

his external-facing duties. He was unable to complete this prior to his departure 

from the Authority, but his office has supplied this list below:  

• Great Western Partnership 

• Director of Millennium Stadium 

• National Procurement Service Board 

• Integrating Health & Social Care Programme Board 

• Organisational Development and Simpson Implementation 

• Public Service Leadership Group 

• Gateway Review National Procurement Service 

• Welsh Local Government Association South East Wales Regional Partnership 

• City Region Task & Finish Group. 

 

9 July 2013 meeting 

6. In July 2013, the Committee considered: 

• The Council’s performance outturn for the last financial year. A copy of the 

Chair’s letter is attached at Appendix J.  The response is attached at 

Appendix K ; 

• The Council’s budget outturn for the last financial year. A copy of the Chair’s 

letter is attached at Appendix L.  A response is awaited. 



 

Legal Implications 

7. The Scrutiny Committee is empowered to enquire, consider, review and 

recommend but not to make policy decisions. As the recommendations in this 

report are to consider and review matters there are no direct legal implications. 

However, legal implications may arise if and when the matters under review are 

implemented with or without any modifications. Any report with recommendations 

for decision that goes to Cabinet/Council will set out any legal implications arising 

from those recommendations. All decisions taken by or on behalf of the Council 

must (a) be within the legal powers of the Council; (b) comply with any procedural 

requirement imposed by law; (c) be within the powers of the body or person 

exercising powers of behalf of the Council; (d) be undertaken in accordance with 

the procedural requirements imposed by the Council e.g. Scrutiny Procedure 

Rules; (e) be fully and properly informed; (f) be properly motivated; (g) be taken 

having regard to the Council's fiduciary duty to its taxpayers; and (h) be reasonable 

and proper in all the circumstances. 

 

Financial Implications 

8. The Scrutiny Committee is empowered to enquire, consider, review and 

recommend but not to make policy decisions. As the recommendations in this 

report are to consider and review matters there are no direct financial implications 

at this stage in relation to any of the work programme. However, financial 

implications may arise if and when the matters under review are implemented with 

or without any modifications. Any report with recommendations for decision that 

goes to Cabinet/Council will set out any financial implications arising from those 

recommendations. 

 

Recommendation 

The Committee is recommended to note the content of the letters attached to this report 

and decide whether it wishes to take any further actions, or request any further 

information. 

 

 
MARIE ROSENTHAL 
County Clerk and Monitoring Officer (Democratic Services) 
6 September 2013 
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People & 
Professional 

Services 
£42.7m

Professional 
Services
£16.1m

Conferencing, 
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Development  
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Services 

£3m

HR & 
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Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information request ed Response Further Action

04/07/2012 Internal Services Strategy & 
Technology Framework 
2012-15

Cllr Heather Joyce Committee:  
  - Encouraged full collaboration in sharing ICT best practice
  - Recommended ICT procurement is addressed, as Council not achieving 
as low prices as could be expected
  - Recommended reconsideration of delegation of ICT budgets
  - Would look to schedule consideration of Council's website
  - Was concerned that objectives in strategy were not measurable
  - Stressed need for equality of access to information
  - Made comments regarding use of Cloud technology

Response: 
  - Notes the Committee's recommendations
  - States that bids to be put forward in 2013/14 budget to 
address ICT 
  - Comparative indicators are being investigated to ensure that 
the Strategy is measurable.

  - Website item has now been scheduled for June 2013

None

04/07/2012 2011/12 Qtr 4 performance Cllr Heather Joyce Committee:
  - Commented that the Quarterly report should be made more accessible, 
avoiding acronyms
  - Was concerned that the links between Personal Performance and 
Development Reviews and wider performance management are not strong 
enough
  - Recommended greater use of trend analysis
  - Requested further information regarding sickness absence levels
  - Was concern that target setting is not clearly justified or sufficiently 
challenging
  - Noted a number of items for future scrutiny: information management, 
data protection and risk management training 

Response stated that:
  - Performance report content and format is under review; 
Committee's comments have been noted
  - Comments regarding PPDRs have been passed to Corporate 
Chief Officer Shared Services.

  - Committee has since considered Information Management 
and the Council's Corporate Risk Register/risk methodology

None

05/09/2012 Senior team model Chief Executive Committee:
  - Was unconvinced by the evidence base for the change or that the 
proposed structure would result in improved services
  - Felt that the structure may increase silo working
  - Felt that full costs were not satisfactorily identified
  - Were concerned that the restructure would cause significant disruption. 
Recommended that it should be staggered.
  - Commented that a Director level Scrutiny/Member Support post was 
unnecessary

 - No formal response requested
 - A reviewed structure was approved by Cabinet. The Scrutiny 
and Member Services post was amended to a Monitoring Officer 
(Democratic Services) post.

Committee may like to investigate any effects of 
the restructure when it considers other items in 
2013/14

18/09/2012 Equal pay settlement/
Living Wage

Cllr Russell 
Goodway

Committee:
  - Was satisfied with approach to Equal Pay and Living Wage
  - Requested costs of legal advice in securing the Equal pay settlement

  - Costs provided None

24/10/2012 Welfare Reform Christine Salter Committee:
 - Requested briefing paper on Council Tax benefit policy
 - Requested Council's response to Welsh Government consultation 

No formal response required, but briefing paper has been 
circulated by officers

 - Copy of response to Welsh Government 
consultation needed

06/09/2013



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information request ed Response Further Action

24/10/2012 Transformation Cllr Russell 
Goodway

Committee:
  - Commented on the governance arrangements in place
  - Requested details regarding Wave 2 projects, identifying which were not 
proceeded with and why 

Response:
  - Stated that Transformation has been abandoned.
  -  Made comments regarding the consultants used on 
Transformation
  -  Stated that there was strong ongoing governance of projects
  - Stated that the Cabinet is currently reviewing the Wave 
2/ongoing projects. Activities will re-focus, prioritising a smaller 
number of projects, which will be owned at Service Area level.

 - Committee may like to schedule a review of the 
successor to Transformation to be informed 
regarding the projects which will now be taken 
forward as this information has not been supplied
- Committee may also like to consider the outturn 
position for those which were due to achieve 
savings in 2012/13

24/10/2012 Performance reporting Mike Davies   - Committee will consider development of its own Performance report Not required   - A bespoke report is under development for 
Quarter 4 2012/13.

UPDATE 10/09/2013
Those relevant PIs which are available on CIS 
were presented to Committee on 9th July. The 
Committee was also informed that the 
Performance team in undertaking a review of 
data available councilwide (but not necessarily 
captured on CIS) and will review this information 
in order to develop a more rounded report. 

16/11/2012 Callaghan Square Cllr Russell 
Goodway

  - Decision was not referred back
  - Committees requested a copy of the letter from the Welsh Government 
regarding interest of a third party to purchase the land to be released if 
possible.

  - Letter has not been made available. Cabinet Member 
informed the Committee that it has been accidentally destroyed

  - Copy of Welsh Government letter has been 
requested.
UPDATE 09/07/2013
A copy of the letter has been seen by the Chief 
Executive and the Minister has been requested to 
confirm if this can be released to the Committee 
UPDATE 10/07/2013
The Chief Executive has now written to the Chair 
confirming that the Minster has confirmed that 
this letter cannot be released to Committee on 
the grounds of commercial confidentiality.

06/09/2013



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information request ed Response Further Action

28/11/2012 Draft Attendance & 
Wellbeing policy

Cllr Russell 
Goodway

Committee:
  - Recommended that the proposal to withdraw payment for the first 3 
days of sickness should be withdrawn. The Committee queried why this 
was included in the proposals before them. 
  - Was concerned that the proposals had been made public via Scrutiny 
and the media. Proposals should be handled more carefully in future.  
  - Commended positive approaches e.g. preventative initiatives and 
Employee Counselling Service
  - Recommended that the targets included in the original inquiry report are 
included in the Corporate Plan
  - Requested an explanation of static sickness absence levels
  - Requested that Industrial accident levels should be made explicit in the 
monitoring of sickness
  - Recommended that a measure of flexibility should be retained in 
applying the policy
 -  Requested further information regarding the Mutual Fund after January 
2013, once Headteacher conferences have taken place
 - Recommended ongoing commitment to the Critical Illness Policy
 - Wish to monitor the training for managers in managing sickness 
absence
 - Will look to schedule an update to monitor the implementation of the 
Policy in 2013/14
 - Wish to see the Equality Impact Assessment of the Policy  

Response:
  - Non-payment had been raised by officers on a working group 
set up to review the Policy. 
  - Flexibly applying the Policy may have resulted in 
inconsistencies, and would have entailed new terms and 
conditions for staff
  - The targets recommended by the original Inquiry would be 
unlikely to be achieved, so the targets will be recalibrated based 
on current information 
  - The Equality Impact Assessment needs to be reviewed once 
the draft Policy is finalised. This will be available to Members via 
CIS once complete
  - Mandatory e-learning will be rolled out for managers 
regarding sickness absence
  - The Mutual Fund information will be made available in early 
2013
  - The Critical Illness Policy will be maintained whilst being 
merged into the Attendance & Wellbeing Policy. Briefing 
attached
  - Flexibility in applying the Policy is possible as it relates to 
disability and pregnancy, but flexibility must be within a clear 
framework to ensure transparency
  - The statistics regarding sickness must be carefully analysed 
with regarding any static levels of sickness

 - Mutual Fund information
 - Committee may like to consider the 
implementation of the Policy as well as its 
Equality Impact Assessment

28/11/2012 Connect 2 Cardiff Cllr Lynda Thorne Committee:   
 - Noted comments that the operation of C2C is part of a wider Customer 
Management Strategy to promote 'channel shift' for those contacting the 
Council, with the website as method of choice
  - Wished to be kept informed regarding any expansion of the service
  - Recommended that the Council must avoid a 'two-tier' system which 
favours those with internet access
  - Queried whether C2C can be used to generate income
  - Requested a ward-by-ward breakdown of complaints

Response: 
  - Customer Management Strategy will ensure that customer 
can use all methods to contact the Council, while promoting the 
website. It will also address 24/7 access
  - Requested information was supplied

  - Committee is considering the website in its June 2013 
meeting

None

28/11/2012 Draft Complaint policy Committee:
  - Was content with draft Complaints Policy, but recommend that it is 
publicised as widely as possible
  - Recommended that the Policy should also incorporate compliments and 
comments
  - Noted that there are discrepancies in how service areas handle 
complaints and hope that these will be addressed

Response:
 - Policy will be publicised appropriately
  - Policy was renamed to include Comments and Compliments, 
but did not address these in depth

Committee may like to follow up on service area 
handling of complaints

16/01/2013 Budget M6 Christine Salter Committee: 
  - Requested a breakdown of income generation councilwide
  - Requested Information regarding overpayment of VAT on trade waste 
and landfill tax.
  - Noted the expectation that projected overspend will be corrected by end 
of the year
  - Noted that budget monitoring scrutiny is difficult to achieve given 
timescales

Response 
 - Breakdown of income generation provided
  - Information regarding VAT overpayment and Landfill provided
  - Monitoring position had improved at Month 8

None

06/09/2013



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information request ed Response Further Action

16/01/2013 2012/13 Qtr 2 performance Cllr Heather Joyce Committee: 
  - Unsatisfied with information surrounding targets and with comparative 
data available
  - Was concern that the report does not link to the Corporate Risk 
Register; mitigating actions should be included in the performance reports
  - Recommended that trend analysis data should be included in with 
outturn report
  - Recommended that sickness by service area to be included in report
  - Welcomed CEx's offer to provide an update on the Performance & 
Information project, which is addressing how the Council manages 
performance
  - Will schedule a scrutiny of Information Management

Response: 
 - The selection of indicators in the report will allow trend 
analysis over the lifetime of the Administration and the team is 
looking at what historic data is available
  - Questions around target setting should be addressed to 
relevant Chief Officers as it was considered inappropriate to 
include with the report

  - Outturn report will be published summer 2013
  - Sickness absence data has been improved with Quarter 3 
report
  - Committee received an Information Management briefing 
report in March 2013 and may schedule a further Inquiry

Committee may schedule a further Inquiry into 
Information Management. Committee may also 
like to consider the Performance and Information 
Management project as part of its 2013/14 work 
programme

16/01/2013 Corporate Risk Register Cllr Huw Thomas Committee:
 - Requested a copy of the Marsh Welfare reform report
 - Requested scrutiny of the 'opportunity register' once this is put into 
practice
 - Recommended consideration of the links between the Risk Register and 
quarterly performance reporting
 - Noted the ICT risk and Info Governance.
 - Noted that the Risks should be reflected in the budget proposals

Response 
 - Further work will be done with officers regarding capturing 
opportunities
  - The Marsh Welfare Reform report should have been available 
from February [on speaking to officers, this is not yet available]

 - Marsh Welfare reform report

20/02/2013 Corporate Plan 2013-17 Leader Committee:
  - Welcomed structure of Corporate Plan but Committee was unsatisfied 
with links between the Plan and the What Matters Strategy
  - Was concerned that delivery of the Corporate Plan will be difficult to 
measure and that the milestones and targets included in it are inconsistent 
and ill-defined
  - Welcomed moves to include more comparative data
  - Was concerned that insufficient attention was paid to Ask Cardiff data in 
establishing priorities

Response:
  - Grateful for Committee's positive comments
  - Further document showing links between the Corporate Plan 
and What Matters supplied
  - Committee has been offered a bespoke performance report 
which could address its identified need for greater performance 
monitoring
  - Will reflect on comments regarding Ask Cardiff for next year

Monitoring via performance reports

20/02/2013 Budget Proposals 2013/14 Leader Committee: 
 - Was concerned about the accessibility of the Budget Proposals and the 
potential confusion their wording may have caused in the public
  - Commented on the budget consultation process
  - Was concerned that Cabinet members made statements to the media 
which appeared to pre-empt the budget process
  - Was concerned that engagement with those affected - officers, third 
sector and public - had not been sufficiently robust
  - Requested improvement to information made available to Scrutiny
  - Will seek to better understand the assessment processes which budget 
proposals undergo

Response: 
 - Will review how budget consultation is undertaken for next 
year
  - Will ensure robust engagement with those affected by 
proposals going forward
  - Administration has chosen to treat voluntary sector in a 
similar way to its own departments when asking for savings
  - Welcome Committee's desire to with officers to define the 
Committee's information requirements for next year and to 
understand budget setting better

Committee may like to schedule a Budget Inquiry 
in its 2013/14 work programme

06/09/2013



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information request ed Response Further Action

06/03/2013 Strategic Equality Plan 
annual review

Cllr Lynda Thorne   - No further info requested
Committee:
  - Noted the aim to mainstream equalities duties
  - Noted that 'inequality' can cover issues other than the protected 
characteristics (e.g. socio-economic inclusion)
  - Noted that the Equality Impact Assessment process is being embedded 
and that there is still much work to do in this regard

Response
  - Noted comments regarding monitoring data. Had been some 
systems issues this year, but anticipate that these will be 
resolved

Committee may like to consider the Equality 
Impact Assessment process or social inclusion 
as part of the 2013/14 work programme

06/03/2013 Information Management Leader Committee:
  - Noted that a Scrutiny Inquiry into Information Management would be 
welcomed and will aim to include in 2013/14 work programme
  - Requested a breakdown of source of information requests, types of 
request received, number of info requests which are in and outside 
timescales and average cost of fulfilling info requests

Response:
  - An inquiry would very much be welcomed
  - Information was provided regarding sources and types of 
requests (the latter at a high level); the number outside the 
timescales and compliance rates
  - Average cost of dealing with a request is not yet available

Include average cost of fulfilling info request as 
part of Inquiry briefing material. The information 
will be available as part of national study by the 
Ministry of Justice, but has not yet been released 
to participants.

17/04/2013 Non-Operational Property Cllr Russell 
Goodway

Committee:
  - Made clear its disappointment that Cllr Goodway did not attend and that 
Committee did not have access to the full draft Cabinet report
  - Commented that there seems to be a lack of vision around the use of 
non-operational property
  - Recommended that the social and community benefits of the estate 
should be considered, as well as the financial benefits
  - Commented that the Review has featured on the Cabinet Forward Plan 
for months without being considered, making planning effective scrutiny 
difficult
  - Welcomed moves to monitor performance of the estate and to compare 
this to other cities
  - Stated that it wishes to consider the Draft Cabinet report in pre-decision. 
Prior to this, a strategic vision for the use of Non-Operational Property 
should be developed, as well as comparative performance indicators, a 
communications strategy for existing tenants, details of the asset 
management process and a statement regarding the non-financial 
value/benefits of the estate.

Response:
 - The Cabinet report will cover many of points raised, but 
officers have been asked to develop a specific section to set out 
the vision for the development of the estate. 
- A review of workshops is being undertaken and the two issues 
will be dealt with in one report. Timescale to be determined. 
 - Cllr Goodway will reflect on the Committee's request to 
consider the report in pre-decision at the appropriate time

  - Committee may like to insist the report is 
included in the 2013/14 work programme 
  - Timescale for report to return to Scrutiny to be 
determined. 
  - When it returns, check whether points have 
been addressed.
UPDATE 09/07/2013
Officers have stated that the report may go to 
September Cabinet in conjunction with a review 
of the Council's workshop estate
UPDATE 12/08/2013
Officers have confirmed that the report will 
not be ready for September Cabinet. Date has 
yet to be confirmed.

06/09/2013



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information request ed Response Further Action

15/05/2013 Commissioning & 
Procurement

Cllr Russell 
Goodway

Committee: 
  - Noted a number of anticipated improvements to the procurement 
process which should make it easier for suppliers
  - Were concerned that lotting strategies are not necessarily helping small 
suppliers
  - Noted that the team has good buy-in from current senior managers and 
hope that this will not be affected by senior management restructures
  - Emphasised the non-financial benefits which the Council's external 
spend can have
  - Recommended that a method of monitoring the Council's local spend is 
devised and included with regular contract compliance monitoring
  - Sought to understand if local multiplier effect can be built into contracts, 
as well as community benefits issues and the living wage
  - Requested breakdown of anticipated £8 million procurement savings
  - Will seek to include contract monitoring (re. quality) in 2013/14 work 
programme
  - Requested a breakdown of People and Professional spend category

Response: 
  - Officers have been asked to make arrangements for non-
compliance reports to be included in Cabinet performance 
monitoring arrangements. This information has not been 
included in the Delivery and Performance 2012/13 outturn report.
  - The Team is making arrangements to brief new Senior 
Managers on Commissioning arrangements, including their own 
Directorate procurement spend, current budgeted savings 
opportunities and non-compliant spend.  
  - Further information on how the Council supports businesses 
to engage with the Council was included with the response
  - Work is ongoing to improve data around local spend
  - Officers are exploring if the Living Wage can be built into 
contracts, and will conclude this work in the autumn
  - Medium term Commissioning and Procurement savings plan 
was included with response
  - Officers are currently mapping the People and Professional 
spend against the new senior management structure, and this 
will be available in July.

Committee may like to consider contract 
monitoring or community benefits in procurement 
in 2013/14 work programme
UPDATE 09/07/2013
  - Monitor whether compliance information is 
included with Performance reports in 2013/14
  - Establish if local spend data is improved as 
per response
  - Committee may wish to explore the medium 
term savings plan in more depth in 2013/14 
budget monitoring, given the levels of savings 
targeted and the shortfall against 2012/13 
Commissioning and Procurement savings (as per 
Budget Outturn report to Committee 09/07/2013)
  - Request People and Professional spend 
breakdown - July 2013
  - Confirm conclusion regarding Living Wage in 
contracts - Autumn 2013
UPDATE 12/08/2013
People and Professional Breakdown has now 
been provided.
Officers have confirmed that there is an 
intention to take a Living Wage report to 
Cabinet in late Autumn/Winter to decide a 
way forward. 

06/09/2013



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information request ed Response Further Action

05/06/2013 Customer Management - 
Cardiff Council Website

Cllr Luke Holland Committee:
  - Welcomed the forthcoming changes to the website
 -  Was concerned that thought should be given to 'future proofing' the 
website in terms of potential technology upgrades and regional 
collaboration
 - Emphasised the need to make the website accessible and ensuring 
other methods of contact are available to customers
  - Emphasised that the Council should explore social media as a valid 
form of contact and of making service requests
  - Noted that governance of the website is vital
  - Urged that the quality of responses should be considered, whatever 
medium is used
  - Will keep a watching brief on the development of the Customer 
Management programme

  - Majority of customer facing work will be compet e by the 
end of 2013, although the technical improving (whic h will 
lead to efficiency savings) dependent on delivery o f new 
SAP CRM system, but increasing use as an access cha nnel 
has to start as new site goes live
  - MS SharePoint should ensure future proofing. 
Technological collaboration would have much wider 
implications given the extent to which the Council uses 
SAP already
  - Website it being developed with the Council's A ccess 
Officer and disability organisations to ensure acce ssibility
  - Officers are giving serious consideration to in teraction 
with social media and will keep Committee up to dat e
  - Committee will be kept informed regarding devel opment 
of website governance. The Improvement and Informat ion 
team is involved in the project
  - Two-way customer feedback will be embedded as p art of 
the Customer Management programme

Committee may like to consider Customer 
Management further as part of its 2013/14 work 
programme

05/06/2013 WAO Corporate 
Assessment and 
Independent Peer Review

Leader Committee: 
  - Asked for the confirmation of Independent Peer Review Panel 
membership when confirmed
  - Was concerned that the customer view was not being taken sufficiently 
into account in the Peer Review process
  - Recommended fuller engagement with Trade Unions than had been 
planned
  - Would like to consider the results of both the WAO Corporate 
Assessment and the Independent Peer Review as part of its 2013/14 work 
programme
  - Would like to take up the offer of access to the 'virtual zone' which will 
store information for the WAO Corporate Assessment
  - Noted comments regarding the need for early engagement in the 
budget setting process and asked for engagement with Scrutiny, and the 
consultation process, to be improved for the 2014/15 budget round

 - Panel membership was however confirmed at Specia l 
Committee meeting on 18/06/2013
Response 
  - Recommendations regarding engagement with Trade  
Unions have been passed on to the WLGA
  - Final Panel membership will be announced by the  WLGA 
in the coming week
  - The Chief Executive will make arrangement for t he 
Committee to consider the WAO Corporate Assessment 
Peer Review once these have been presented to the 
Cabinet
  - The Head of Service Scrutiny Performance and 
Improvement is making arrangement of access to the 
'virtual zone'
  - The Committee's comments regarding the Budget 
process have been passed on to the Cabinet Member

  - Committee may like to schedule a scrutiny 
of the WAO Corporate Assessment and 
Independent peer Review as appropriate in 
2013/14, and may like to consider Trade Union 
engagement in the process at that point
  - Committee may like to follow up on 
engagement in the Budget process in its 
consideration of the Budget Strategy 

06/09/2013



Policy Review Performance Scrutiny Committee 
Correspondence

Committee 
date

Committee item Recipient Comments/Information request ed Response Further Action

05/06/2013 Engagement with Scrutiny Cllr Russell 
Goodway

Committee:
  - Expressed concern over the speed and paucity of Councillor Goodway's 
responses over the course of the year and urged him to investigate why 
some letters seemed to have gone missing and to ensure that all points 
and recommendations were addressed in future
  - Requested an update on the WG Callaghan Square letter
  - Expressed their concern about Cabinet attendance at Committee 
meetings

Not yet received

18/06/2013 Review of Chief Executive 
Role

Leader In terms of proposals for an Interim Head of Paid Service, Committee:
  - were concerned with the Leader's preferred option of taking up the 
WLGA on its offer of providing an interim Head of Paid Service and 
recommended that an internal candidate be given an honorarium instead.
In terms of the replacement for the Chief Executive, Committee:
  - was concerned that there was an insufficient evidence base for the 
creation of a 'City Director' role with fewer external facing duties and 
recommended that a replacement Chief Executive be recruited
  - urged Employment Conditions Committee to explore the possibility of 
appointing the replacement on a spot salary at the lower end of the current 
Chief Executive's pay scale

The Committee's letter was presented to Cabinet at its meeting 
on 19 June 2013. The Cabinet adjourned its meeting to 
reconvene on 26 June, to give it time to consider the 
Committee's comments. The Cabinet subsequently agreed that 
Christine Salter should be recommended to Council as interim 
Head of Paid Service, Marcia Sinfield to replace her as Section 
151 officer, and that a replacement Chief Executive should be 
recruited. Cabinet also recommended that Employment 
Conditions Committee should agree that the appointment should 
be on the appropriate JNC salary scale as close to the Hay 
scale as possible. The post has since been advertised at £170k, 
lower than the current Chief Executive's starting salary point of 
£176,376. 

A response was received on 3 July 2013 confirming these 
issues

UPDATE 14/08/2013
Details of the former Chief Executive's 
external duties have now been received and 
circulated to the Committee

09/07/2013 Budget Outturn 2012/13 Cllr Russell 
Goodway

Committee:
- Was concerned by capital slippage and urge Financ e to work with 
service areas to profile spend more effectively
- Noted the cost of SAP licenses and that this is n ot expected to 
increase
- Requested a subjective breakdown be included in f uture monitoring 
reports
- Requested information regarding payments to North ampton 
Council regarding Penalty Charge Notices
- Requested the spend profile in relation to the Se ction 106 payments 
in Parks
- Requested a breakdown of the Corporate Initiative s spend
- Requested further information on the '5 year plan ' to transform 
Council services'.

Not yet received

06/09/2013
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09/07/2013 Delivery & Performance 
Report 2012/13 Q4

Leader Committee:
 - Requested further source of request vs service a rea breakdown of 
Freedom of Information requests
 - Noted that compliance levels for responding to F OI requests within 
set timescales are predicted to improve in Quarter 1 of 2013/14
- Was concerned that target-setting still seems to be ineffective (ref. 
STS/007 flytipping target, which has been comfortab ly met, but not 
reviewed)
- Queried the objective to 'produce a 5 year plan t o transform Council 
services'
- Looks forward to receiving the results of the Pee r Review and asks 
for the timing to be confirmed
- Will look to develop a bespoke performance report  with the 
additional information which the Improvement team i s currently 
reviewing councilwide

  - The requested FOI breakdown should be included in the 
Qtr 2 performance report
  - FOI response times are still anticipated to imp rove and 
this should be apparent in eth Qtr 1 report
  - New processes are being established to test tar gets 
more effectively
  - Councillor Goodway will response with regards t o the 5 
year plan
  - The peer Review results will be available soon 

 - Response from Councillor Goodway 
regarding the 5 year plan

06/09/2013


